Abstract-The Kinect sensing devices have been widely used in current Human-Computer Interaction entertainment. A fundamental issue involved is to detect users' motions accurately and quickly. In this paper, we tackle it by proposing a linear algorithm, which is augmented by feature interaction. The linear property guarantees its speed whereas feature interaction captures the higher order effect from the data to enhance its accuracy. The Schatten-p norm is leveraged to integrate the main linear effect and the higher order nonlinear effect by mining the correlation between them. The resulted classification model is a desirable combination of speed and accuracy. We propose a novel solution to solve our objective function. Experiments are performed on three public Kinect-based entertainment data sets related to fitness and gaming. The results show that our method has its advantage for motion detection in a real-time Kinect entertaining environment.
quickly. This indicates that any involved classification process of the motion detection should be very efficient. Therefore, in this paper we focus on developing an efficient and robust algorithm for Kinect-based motion detection.
Kinect devices can generate the skeleton data, color imagery, and depth data based from a user's motions. These rich data have facilitated the research on motion analysis. Among those, the skeleton data is appealing since it can be easily and efficiently leveraged to formulate the feature representation, and it usually leads to reasonable accuracy. Kinect provides a set of detected joints and different approaches can be used to formulate the skeleton representation based on these joints. As has been shown by previous work, using the skeleton data is an important thrust for Kinect-based entertaining systems [1] , [2] . Hence, we ground our work on the skeleton data.
Once the feature representation is obtained from the skeleton data, a robust and fast classifier is needed for motion detection in an entertaining system. For the sake of speed, linear classifiers such as linear SVM and linear regression are good options [3] [4] [5] . Notwithstanding, the accuracy of linear classifiers is yet to be sufficiently good compared to nonlinear ones, as shown in the literature. A recent advance in statistics has suggested that embedding feature interaction into the regression models could help capture the nonlinearity of the data, thus enhancing the performance [6] [7] [8] . Feature interaction can be attained by calculating the cross-product of two variables. Considering it in the feature level, we actually capture the interacting effect of each feature dimension with all the other feature dimensions. In our scenario, the skeleton data are learned from joints detected by Kinect and it is reasonable to believe that these joints are mutually associated in a certain way as they reflect the structure of a human body. Thus, applying feature interaction to the skeleton data to reflect such association is plausible and is very likely to bring in extra informative cues for classifier learning. On the other hand, such design would not change the intrinsic linear property of the classifier, thus making it particularly suitable for fast prediction. Motivated by its success and the well suited structure of the skeleton data, we therefore advocate leveraging feature interaction to formulate a linear regression classifier for motion detection in Kinect-based entertaining systems.
The key issue, to this end, is how to augment the linear effect of a traditional regression model with the proposed feature interaction. According to the existing work, the linear effect is known as main effect and that from feature interaction is known as higher-order effect [9] [10] [11] . Sparse learning is a common choice to embed feature interaction in a linear model with confined complexity, which assumes the parameters of the model to be sparse [8] . However, the sparsity constraint is not universally suitable for all learning models. For example, in some vision problems there might be no useless features at all. In sparse learning, the sparsity constraint enforces some components to be zero in the classification, leading to a suboptimal solution. Ideally, we expect a model that can benefit from all the features but still with confined complexity similarly to sparsity. On the other hand, the main effect and the higherorder effect serve for the same purpose of associating the feature with a target category. As a result, they are supposed to have shared components. It is likely to properly exploit such commonness to optimize both effects for a better classification model. Previous work has shown that the Schatten-p norm is effective in uncovering the shared components between two variables. Therefore, we propose to exert the Schatten-p on the main effect and the higher-order effect jointly as our solution for feature interaction embedding. The Schatten-p norm also allows a dense parameter but enjoys the intrinsic simplicity modeled by low-rank structure. Hence, the learned model harnesses all input features but is intrinsically simple since its freedom dimension is limited by the rank of the reshaped parameter matrix.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• First, feature interaction is integrated into our proposed linear regression model capturing the nonlinear property of the skeleton data to enhance the performance. The linearity also guarantees the speed of our algorithm which is important for a real-time Kinect entertaining system. • Second, the Schatten-p norm is exploited to correlate the linear effect and the nonlinear effect for an optimized model. It also allows a dense parameter but enjoys the intrinsic simplicity modeled by low-rank structure.
• Third, a novel solution is proposed to optimize our objective function.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review related work on action recognition using the data captured from Kinect sensing devices.
Tang et al. propose to improve action recognition with the augmentation of RGB representation by adapting knowledge from auxiliary depth and skeleton features [12] . Chen et al. combine unsupervised feature learning that extracts spatio-temporal features from unlabeled video data and discriminative feature mining where each base learner is a discriminative multi-kernel-learning classifier [13] . Slama et al. propose to represent an action by a dynamical system whose observability matrix is characterized as an element of a Grassmann manifold and develop a new learning algorithm that uses a vector representation formed by concatenating local coordinates in tangent spaces associated with different classes for action recognition [14] . Du et al. propose an end-to-end hierarchical recurrent neural network for skeleton based action recognition by fusing different layers of human skeleton subnets into a single-layer perceptron, for which the temporally accumulated output of the perceptron is the final decision [15] . Batabyal et al. propose to use a sparse set of active joint coordinates to represent an action and map these coordinates to lower dimensional linear manifold before training using an SVM classifier [16] . Amor et al. use dynamical skeletons to represent human body and propose a novel approach to study the evolution of skeletons' shapes as trajectories on Kendall's shape manifold for action recognition [17] . Shahroudy et al. propose to model each action as a combination of multimodal features from a sparse set of Kinect body parts via a joint sparse regression based learning method [18] . Liang et al. propose an action recognition method for human lower limbs based on the dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) model [19] . Zhou et al. propose an algorithm for learning a pose lexicon comprising semantic poses defined by textual instructions and their associated visual poses defined by visual features, followed by finding the maximum translation probability of a sequence of semantic poses given a stream of visual pose candidates for action recognition [20] . Hou et al. propose to encode the spatio-temporal information of a skeleton sequence into color texture images and use Convolutional Neural Networks to learn the discriminative features for action recognition [21] . Wang et al. propose to address action recognition by mining a set of key-pose-motifs for each action class which contain a set of ordered poses or action units, i.e., a short sequence of poses [22] .
As can be seen, the aforementioned work is primarily focused on designing novel feature representations for Kinectcollected data to facilitate the research on action recognition. By contrast, our goal is to develop fast prediction method for the real-time Kinect-based entertaining systems. Sophisticated feature representations for sure can enhance the motion detection in our problem. However, it also takes a considerate amount of time to generate them. Hence, they are not ideal for a real-time entertaining system which should complete feature extraction and classification efficiently while a user is playing. To fulfill such purpose, we use straightforward skeleton data but particularly focus on speeding up the prediction with high accuracy by a novel regression model integrating feature interaction and the Schatten-p norm.
III. CORRELATIONAL DUAL-EFFECT LEARNING
In this section, we present the formulation of embedding feature interaction into a joint framework to capture the nonlinear property within the data while simultaneously mine the correlation between the linear effect and the nonlinear effect. We also propose an optimization algorithm.
A. Formulation
To begin with, we introduce all the used notations. Denote the feature matrix as
where each x i ∈ R d is an instance. Let y ∈ R N denote the labels of X.
For each x i , we denote its feature interaction as Q i = x i x i . We use U, V to denote the matrix inner product of U and V . We assume that the label y i is generated from an unknown linear model parameterized by {w,Z } ∈ R d × R d×d :
(1) 
Algorithm 1 Optimization of DUEL
In the above function,w indicates the main linear effect whereasZ indicates the higher-order nonlinear effect obtained from the feature interaction [11] . It is easy to see that Eq. (1) implies
where diag(·) is the diagonal function. To simplify the notation, we denote the extended feature of x i and the corresponding linear model parameters as
where vec(·) is the vectorization function that flattens a matrix into a column vector. Correspondingly vec −1 (·) is the inverse operation of vectorization. We denote
The main and higher-order effects are presumably correlated since they both serve for predicting the same task. As suggested by previous work, the exploration of the shared structures of two variables can be approximated by minimizing a low rank matrix of them [23] . Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that {w,Z } are jointly low-rank. Motivated by the findings in [24] , we utilize the Schatten-p norm [w, Z ] S p to measure the jointly low-rank model. Given any matrix A, the Schatten-p norm of A is defined by
where tr(·) is the trace of the matrix. For 1 ≤ p < 2, the Schatten-p norm is a convex regularizer and enforces sparsity of the eigenvalue distribution of matrix A. For 0 < p < 1, the Schatten-p norm is non-convex but it enforces more sparsity constraint on A.
We denote · as the matrix Frobenius norm and · 2 as the matrix spectral norm. As in standard online learning analysis [25] , we assume that the maximal possible radius of the feasible solution is bounded by a known constant G that is
Given the training set X and label y, our task is to estimate {w,Z }, under the assumption of joint low-rank. To this end, we aim to minimize the following Schatten-p norm regularized loss function
where λ is the regularizer. Our method learns both the main effect characterized by the original feature and the higher-order effect characterized by the feature interaction with the uncovering of the shared components between them. We therefore name it DUal-Effect Learning (DUEL).
B. Optimization
We use the first order gradient to optimize Eq. (3). Taking the gradient of the Schatten-p norm [24] , we have Denote the singular value decomposition of [w, Z ] to be
We have
The overall gradient of loss function L(w, Z ) is
It is important that we need to vectorize the gradient computation because { , β} is the vectorized version of {X, w, Z } and their dimensions do not match ∇ [w, Z ] p S p . Algorithm 1 gives the steps of our optimization algorithm. We explain some of the details as follows. 1). The algorithm is gradient descent with fixed step size η. Although we can use line search to adaptively choose step size, we will have to re-solve SVD at each line search. Therefore for sake of speed, we propose to use fixed step size. In practice the fixed step size converges well. 2). The projection step projects the current solution back to the ball of radius G. If current solution is already in the ball, we do not need projection. Otherwise, we should do the projection. 3). G is the radius of feasible solution. It can be tuned by cross-validation. In practice we found G = 1 usually works well. Theoretically, as long as G is larger than the norm of global minimizer w * , the algorithm will converge to w * but the convergence rate is proportional to G. That is, the larger G, the slower convergence rate.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we validate our method on motion detection in a Kinect entertaining environment including both gaming and fitness exercises. 
A. Datasets and Setup
Three Kinect-based datasets are used in our experiments. G3D dataset [26] To reflect the scarcity of well labeled data in reality, we select only 5 samples per class to form the training set in our experiments. All the remaining data consist of the testing set, the size of which is 175, 3108 and 1390 for G3D, Dancing and Workout-SU10 respectively. Our goal is to detect whether a motion is performed so we treat each class as an independent task. Within the training set, the 5 training examples of one target class are the positive examples and those from all other classes are the negative examples. The training and testing sets Performance comparison between our algorithm exploiting Schatten-p norm and that exploiting 1 norm.
are randomly generated for 10 times and we report the average results.
For all three datasets, we use the 3D positions of skeletal joints provided by the authors to formulate our feature representation. Each motion is encoded as a collection of 20 joint coordinates in 3D space, thus resulting in a 60 dimensional feature vector. On top of that, we compute the Joint Relative Features between different joints and get a feature vector with 130 dimensions [29] . The two kinds of feature vectors are further combined to generate a 190 dimensional feature.
B. Comparison Algorithms
Since our goal is fast prediction with high accuracy, we mainly compare our method to linear classification algorithms. As the mostly widely used classifier, SVM serves as a good baseline method. Additionally, we implement SVM with nonlinear χ 2 kernel, which is widely used for motion recognition. We also compare our method to the following algorithms because they work with the sparsity constraint which is similar to the methodology of our method. These are the greedy hard thresholding method (GraDeS) [30] , the nonconvex proximal gradient descent with MCP (P-MCP) [31] , the GIST method (GIST) [10] , the homotopy LASSO (Homotopy) [32] . On the other hand, a few state-of-the-art classification and kinect motion detection approaches are included in the comparison for their relevance. These are: part-based action detection system (PB-ADS) [33] , Stochastic sparse recovery algorithm CoSaMP [34] , sparse linear regression via random projection, namely SLRviaRP [35] . Except that the parameter p of our method is tuned from {0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5} empirically, other parameters of all the comparison algorithms are tuned from {10 −4 , 10 −3 , 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 10 3 , 10 4 }.
We report the best result for each algorithm.
C. Detection Results
The motion detection results of all the comparison algorithms are presented in Figure 1 to Figure 3 . It can be seen that our proposed method DUEL is consistently the best algorithm for all the classes on different datasets. For most motions, the advantage of DUEL over other algorithms is quite visible. Our method gets the highest score for Mean Average Precision (MAP) over all the classes on all the datasets. The advantage of our method can be attributed to its ability to capture the higher-order nonlinear effect from the data. In addition, using the Schatten-p norm to uncover the shared components between the main effect and the higherorder effect helps building an even more robust classifier. This experiment has validated that properly incorporating feature interaction into the learning model is beneficial.
D. Benefits of Feature Interaction
Previous experiments validate that our method benefits from exploitation of feature interaction. To further demonstrate its usefulness, we augment all the other comparison algorithms by incorporating the feature interaction. Recall that the feature representation of a datum is indicated by x i . Now we concatenate x i ∈ R d and vec(x i x T i ) as the new feature, which is the input for all the other comparison algorithms. In addition, we use nonlinear treatment, i.e., polynomial and exponential operations to incorporate feature interaction as alternative ways for all the other algorithms. The results of these new implementations are displayed in Figure 4 to Figure 12 for all three datasets.
We can see that the performance of all the other algorithms is improved in general. We also notice that there is only slight performance difference between concatenation, polynomial and exponential treatments when embedding feature interaction. No matter using which embedding approach, our method is still the most competitive one for most classes and attains the highest MAP scores on all the datasets due to the mining of the relevance of the main effect and higher-order effect. This experiment illustrates that feature interaction is indeed helpful for boosting the performance.
E. Schatten-p Norm v.s. 1 Norm
In our algorithm, we use Schatten-p norm to achieve the sparsity. Traditionally, 1 is more commonly used for such purpose. To illustrate that the Schatten-p norm is more favorable for our algorithm, we replace it with 1 in the algorithm design. The new formulation is implemented and applied to all three datasets for motion detection. We compare the new results with the original ones and show the comparison in Figure 13 . It can be seen that on all three datasets, using Schatten-p norm gets us better result than using 1 norm. This experiment verifies that Schatten-p norm is more appealing for our algorithm to secure sparsity, thus resulting in better performance.
F. Sparsity Visualization
Our algorithm is designed to characterize sparsity when integrating feature interaction. To validate this claim, we visualize the sparsity based on the projection matrix W learned by our algorithm in Figure 14 . It can be seen that for all three datasets, the learned projection matrices are sparse. The color of some dimensions is nearly white, meaning these dimensions are not useful for prediction. The darker dimensions indicate they are more discriminating for classification. This visualization proves that our method is able to leverage sparse learning properly and obtain a sparse solution.
G. Speed Test
This experiment shows the efficiency of all the comparison algorithms for motion detection. We take the motion Curl-to-Press of Workout-SU10 as an example. The experiment is run for 10 times on a PC with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5649@2.53GHz processor and the average prediction time is reported. The results are listed in Table I . It can be seen that our method is reasonably fast compared to other methods. SVM is the most efficient algorithm. Nonetheless, our method obtains the best performance in the perspective of accuracy with remarkable advantage over SVM and others. Considering both the accuracy and prediction speed, we argue that our method is appealing in real-time Kinect entertaining systems.
V. CONCLUSION
We have focused on efficient and effective motion detection in Kinect-based entertaining environment. Based on the skeleton data from Kinect, we have proposed to exploit feature interaction to capture more information between different joints. The feature interaction is incorporated into a linear regression model, making the resulted linear classifier efficient for prediction. On the other hand, we have argued that the linear main effect from the original feature and the nonlinear higher-order from the feature interaction should be correlated. The Schatten-p norm is utilized to mine such relevance, which helps further optimize our classification model. Moreover, a novel optimizing solution has been proposed to solve our problem. The experiments have demonstrated the advantage of our method over other comparison classifiers and have validated that integrating feature interaction into linear models is beneficial for motion detection in real-time Kinect entertaining systems.
